
A Tale of Two Cities: Book the 2
nd

, Ch. 15-24 Reading Guide 

 

Chapter 15: Knitting (156-166)  

1. Why would spies be at the wine shop?  

2. Who’s entrance  “had lighted a kind of fire in the breast of Saint Antoine, fast spreading as they came 

along, which stirred and flickered in flames of faces at most doors” (157); what could this fire & light be 

referring to? What is it symbolic of? (Consider the recurring motif of light in the novel).  

3. Who is the mender of roads with the blue cap? (Consider the chapters with the Monseigneur)  

4. Who are these people at the wine shop? Consider why they need to speak in code.  

5. What does the name Jacques represent?  

6. What story does the mender of roads relate to Defarge and the other Jaques?  

7. What happened to the petition? (161)  

8. What are the proposed execution plans? Does this seem like justice? Or excessive punishment?  

9. Once the man is hung, what is happening to the fountain water? Consider the detail “poisoning the 

water” (162); in addition to this literal detail, what is the deeper effect his death had on the other 

peasants? (consider what large event is coming).  

10. Defarge and the other Jacques agree that it is “‘To be registered, as doomed to destruction’” (163); what 

does this mean? How is the register kept and by whom (consider what motif this now explains)?  

11. What does the mender of roads want to see before he leaves? Why does Defarge think this is a good 

idea? (164) 

12. How does the mender of roads feel about Madame Defarge? What does she do that is “disconcerting”?  

13. Why is it important that Madame DeFarge says she knits shrouds? (Consider what she puts into her 

knitting) 

14. Why does the mender of roads shout out “Long live the King!”?  

15. Why is Defarge okay with these shouts of loyalty and admiration? What secret plan do they have? 

16. Defarge says “‘These fools know nothing’”; what is the plan Defarge and the other Jacques have in 

place?  

17.  

 

Chapter 16: Still Knitting (167-177)  

18. How is life after the Marquis described? How are the faces changing?  

19. The community is on the edge of explosion; what details reflect this?  

20. Defarge is troubled; what bothers him?  

21. What does Madame Defarge criticize in her husband? By contrast, what quality does she have?  

22. How is the forthcoming Revolution described by each person?  

23. Consider the description of the flies at the top of page 171; who is this symbolic of?  

24. Barsad, “the patriot” from Darnay’s trial, returns; what is he doing at the wine shop? What types of 

questions does he ask Madame Defarge?  

25. What does it really mean when Madame Defarge says “‘I shall knit ‘BARSAD’ before you go’” (172)? 

26. Barsad is revealed to be a spy at the bottom of 172; why at this moment does Dickens describe him as 

such?  

27. How does Barsad continue to try to entrap, or trick, the Defarges into revealing their revolutionary 

attitudes?  

28. Barsad mentions the Manettes; what news does he relate? How do the Defarges react?  

29. What is Barsad’s “one hit” (175)?  

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/shroud


30. Why are the Defarge’s troubled by the news of Lucie’s marriage to Charles? Consider Madame’s 

knitting (176).  

31. Dickens ends the chapter emphasizing all the women who are knitting; why does he do this? What event 

is he foreshadowing, especially with the last line of the chapter?  

 

Chapter 17: One Night (178-182)  

32. The chapter begins with more references to the motif of light; what is Dickens setting up here? 

33. We have a time jump: Dickens skips the engagement and jumps to what night? 

34. How does Lucie feel about her upcoming marriage? 

35. What does she as her father, Doctor Manette, to confirm at the bottom of page 178? How does he 

respond? 

36. Doctor Manette says “ ‘If it had not been Charles, it would have been another. Or, if there had been no 

other, I should have been the cause, and then the dark part of my life would have cast its shadow beyond 

myself, and would have fallen on you’” (179): what is he saying here? Consider the repeated darkness 

motif when he mentions shadows. What does he most want for Lucie? 

37. What juxtaposition (contrast) is Lucie “strangely thrilled” by at the bottom of 179? 

38. What did he think about during his time in prison? (180) Who is the phantom that he describes? Why 

does he keep thinking of her? 

39. How does he describe his happiness now? 

40. How many people know about the marriage? How does their living situation change? Why did they all 

want it like this? 

41. Note how Lucie “put her needless candle in the shadow at a distance”: how is Lucie connected 

continually to the light motif? How does the shadow/darkness motif connect to her father? 

 

Chapter 18: Nine Days (183-188)  

42. The chapter opens on the wedding day and features another reference to Miss Pross’s brother- what does 

she wish about him? 

43. What do Mr. Lorry and Miss Pross talk about? How does fate (destiny) come into it? 

44. What is the plan regarding Lucie’s wedding and honeymoon? (184) 

45. How does Doctor Manette look when he comes out of the room with Charles Darnay? Think back to 

Chapter 10 (“Two Promises”): what did Charles promise the Doctor he would tell him on his wedding 

day? How has he responded to this reveal? Why do you think Dickens isn’t coming out and directly 

saying this?  

46. Once Charles and Lucie leave, how does the Doctor behave? What does Lorry notice? (185) 

47. What has Doctor Manette started doing again?  

48. When Lorry tries to talk to Manette, what happens? How does Lorry feel about this?  

49. What two things impress themselves on Lorry? (186) 

50. How do Lorry and Miss Pross keep the relapse secret?  

51. Each day that passes, what has changed?  

52. For how many days is he sick? (Compare with the chapter title) 

 

Chapter 19: An Opinion (189-195)  

53. What happens on the 10th morning?  

54. What is Mr. Lorry doubtful of? (What does he worry isn’t true?)  

55. What day does Doctor Manette think it is? (190)  



56. Doctor Manette is uneasy with his lost time, but Mr. Lorry needs answers; what type of hypothetical 

situation does he then ask Manette about? Why do you think he does this?  

57. How does Mr. Lorry ask about mental shock? How does Doctor Manette describe?  

58. How does Manette feel about keeping his relapse a secret from Lucie?  

59. What is Lorry worried could happen again? What is he looking for? What is Lorry most “desirous” of?  

60. What is Manette’s answer? (192) 

61. What does Manette say is “quite impossible”? What does this reveal about his mental state? 

62. What is the reason why Manette makes shoes? (Remember, this is still under the guise of the 

hypothetical story) 

63. What two other points is Lorry worried about? How does Manette answer? (193) 

64. Note the explanation: Manette says nothing “but the one train of association could renew [the relapse]” 

(193); what does this then emphasize? What can you infer? (Think back to what Darnay would have told 

him on the morning of the wedding)  

65. Lorry speaks hypothetically of a Blacksmith who is obsessed with his work, and the best course of 

action to get the Blacksmith to stop; what course of action does Doctor Manette advocate for?  

66. According to Manette, what positives does the work have, especially during his painful time?  

67. Why is Lorry so adamant about removing the “forge”? Consider the bottom of 194- top of 195.  

68. Ultimately, for what reason does Manette agree to give up his shoe making? (remember, they had been 

hypothetically talking about a Blacksmith’s forge before this). What is the one condition he places on it 

though?  

69.  How does the chapter end? Make note of how Miss Pross is described.  

 

Chapter 20: A Plea (196-199)  

70. Sydney Carton is the first person to come over to Charles and Lucie’s house when they get home from 

their marriage; how is he described? (What’s the same, but what’s different?)  

71. What does Sydney ask of Charles? (Consider also the significance of the chapter title)  

72. Sydney often repeats his shortcomings; what does this repetition of characterization reveal? Do you 

think Sydney accurately sees himself?  

73. What does Charles doubt Sydney “never will”? (197) 

74. What privilege does Sydney ask for? He says “‘It is a hundred to one if I should avail myself of it four 

times in a year. It would satisfy me, I dare say, to know I had it’” (197); why do you think Sydney wants 

this?  

75. Dickens notes that once Sydney leaves, Charles talks about him “as anybody might who saw him as he 

showed himself” (198); consider the juxtaposition and parallelism of the novel; why do you think 

Dickens draws so much attention to the contrast between who Sydney truly is (or could be) versus the 

facade/front he puts on for people?  

76. What request does Lucie ask of Charles? What question will she not answer?  

77. How does Lucie juxtapose (contrast) herself and Charles with Sydney? How does this motivate her 

actions? (199)  

 

Chapter 21: Echoing Footsteps (200-210)  

78. Who is the Golden thread? 

79. In the second paragraph, what major life event does Lucie fear she will not survive? (She does survive 

it- look for more clues in the paragraph that follows) Who do the footsteps belong to? 



80. Lucie later has a son who dies: how is his death described? (200-201) Why do you think Dickens is 

essentially “fast forwarding” through this part of their lives? 

81. What is happening with Sydney? How do Lucie kids view him? 

82. What is happening with Stryver? 

83. What does Charles do that upsets Stryver? How also does Stryver rewrite his history with Lucie? (202) 

How central to everyone is Lucie? Consider Charles remarks at the bottom of 202. 

84. The echos now shift to being more negative; there is “a great storm in France” (203); what is coming 

(finally)? 

85. What are the French customers of Tellson’s trying to do? (203) 

86. What is Lorry worried about at the bottom of 203? How could this be foreshadowing?  

87. What has happened in Saint Antoine (France)? What famous historical event is coinciding with the 

novel that explains what is happening?  

88. Who is the “vortex” of the revolution? Consider Dickens use of similes and metaphors (particularly of 

storms and water) here to describe the uprising; what is he emphasizing about its characterization?  

89. How does Dickens describe the storming of the Bastille? (205) 

90. Defarge demands to know what “One Hundred and Five, North Tower” means; where have we heard 

this before? (Consider Book the First Chapter 6) 

91. Once in Doctor Manette’s old prison cell, what does Defarge find? (208) 

92. What does Madame Defarge do with the governor? Consider the repetition used to describe her actions 

and what she ultimately does at the end (209).  

93. Dickens continues to use ocean, sea, and wave imagery and metaphors; what effect does this have on his 

characterization of the revolution?  

94. Who do the two groups of seven faces belong to? What is being juxtaposed here? (209) 

95. What had been discovered in the prison?  

96. The chapter closes with “Now, Heaven defeat the fancy of Lucie Darnay, and keep these feet far out of 

her life! For, they are headlong, mad, and dangerous; and in the years so long after the breaking of the 

cask at Defarge’s wine-shop door, they are not easily purified when once stained red” (210); this is 

direct foreshadowing- what past crime could come back to haunt Lucie’s family? Consider what 

Dickens says about how guilt and blame “are not easily purified” as you continue reading.  

 

Chapter 21: The Sea Still Rises (211-216)  

97. What is different a week later with how the Defarge’s run their wine shop, and the secretiveness of the 

spies?  

98. Who is known as The Vengeance?  

99. Who is Foulon and what is happening with him? (212) 

100. Consider that the women are compared to the Furies and “were a sight to chill the boldest” (212); 

what does this emphasize?  

101. Note the repetition & parallelism used on page 213; what is being emphasized here?  

102. What are Foulon's crimes?  

103. How does Dickens describe Foulon being dragged from holding? How violent is the crowd now? 

What is Foulon "always" asking for?  

104. How is Foulon killed? (215) How is his head then displayed? Why did the peasants demand this? 

(Consider his earlier words to them when they said they were starving) 

105. When the peasants return to their children, what is their condition? (Has anything changed in 

their daily lives because of the recent violence?) 

https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/french-revolutionaries-storm-bastille
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Furies


106. At the end of the day, Defarge says that the revolution has come, but Madame Defarge says "Eh 

well!... Almost"; consider what reasons would she have for thinking it hasn't fully come? Think about 

what the peasants accomplished on that day, versus what their full plans of actions are.  

 

Chapter 23: Fire Rises (217-223)  

107. What changes have occurred?  

108. How is the landscape described? Why do you think it is compared and likened to the state of the 

people? Why is this emphasizing?  

109. How is Monseigneur described? What changes is he experiencing?  

110. The mender of road meets another Jacques (revolutionary) in the road; what do they discuss? 

111. The new man, (the wayfarer) falls asleep; how is he described once asleep? What does the 

mender of roads notice about him?  

112. After supper, what did the villagers do that was different? (220) 

113. What happens to the chateau? (221) How do the bystanders treat it?  

114. Consider who East, West, North, and South are; what is their job? What are they doing?  

115. Monsieur Gabelle fears the crowd will take him; what does he plan to do as his final act if they 

come to take him? (222) Does he end up having to do this? (223) 

116. Is what happened in this town typical? Consider Dickens' closing paragraph.  

 

Chapter 24: Drawn to the Loadstone Rock (224-235)  

117. Note on “The Loadstone Rock”: A loadstone is a magnet, specifically one consisting of magnetic 

oxide of iron. The word “load-stone,” meaning literally “way-stone,” comes from the use of magnets in 

marine navigation (Oxford English Dictionary); figuratively, a loadstone is an object that attracts. In 

Dickens’ use of term – in the title of this chapter, and in later references within the chapter – he is 

alluding to a particular loadstone in the Arabian Nights. In the story called “The Third Calender’s Tale,” 

Ajib, a prince and a calender (a calender is a Persian or Turkish mendicant dervish [OED]) describes a 

voyage of discovery in which his ship was irresistibly drawn to an enormous Loadstone Rock. The 

Rock, exerting such a force on the ship as to pull all the nails out of its structure and sink it, effectively 

marooned the calender on its shores. It was surmounted, however, with a bronze statue of a horse and 

rider; and Ajib, receiving advice (in a dream) that he should shoot the statue with a bronze bow he had 

found, did so and was liberated: The statue disintegrated, and Ajib was borne off in a bronze boat to 

further adventures (summarized in Sanders 125-6; Burton, vol.1, 139-61). 

118. How many years have passed in the story? 

119. What is now gone?  

120. What is Tellson's Bank the center for? (224-225) 

121. Where is Lorry planning on going? Why is Darnay worried?  

122. Why must Lorry travel? What does he need to get?  

123. What is currently "next to an impossibility" (227)? 

124. While Lorry and Charles are talking, the Monseigneur is complaining; what is Dickens talking 

about when he says that people are talking "of this terrible Revolution as if it were the one only harvest 

ever known under the skies that had not been sown [planted] - as if nothing had ever been done, or 

omitted to be done..." (227)? 

125. Who is the letter addressed to? (228) What secret is revealed to the reader?  

126. What is the big criticism the group has towards the missing Marquis St. Evermonde? (229) 



127. What is in the letter? What does Gabelle say he has not done, though that does not satisfy the 

peasants?  

128. After reading the letter, what does Charles realized he failed to do? What should he have done 

before becoming an emigrant?  

129. Why does Charles realize he must go to Paris? (232) 

130. When does Charles plan on telling Lucie and Doctor Manette about his plans to leave? Why is 

this the case? (233) 

131. Dickens mentions the date - what is it? (234) Make note of the next "big" event to happen in the 

French Revolution.  

 

https://www.britannica.com/event/September-Massacres

